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Terms and Conditions 
 
 
Breeding Services 

 We reserve the right to limit use of our bucks for any reason. Please contact us as early as 
possible to set up service, so we know to manage the demand on our bucks. 

 Does must be free of CAE, CL, and Johnes. We may require proof of test results for the animals 
in question from within the last 6 months. Does must be in good health and condition for 
breeding and we reserve the right to turn away does exhibiting any symptoms of contagious 
disease. 

 Service prices reflect the cost of servicing a single doe. In general, rebreeding attempts are 
included in the cost. 

 We allow driveway breeding, short-stay pen-breeding (2-5 days), and longer-term boarding. 
Does may stay over one night for no additional fee, if the owner provides grain. More than one 
overnight stay will incur a cost of $5/day. 

 We highly encourage goat owners to track heat cycles and will provide a buck rag if desired. If 
does are delivered with unknown heat schedules and are boarded for extended periods, we will 
do our best to mark the day(s) when they cycle, but do not guarantee that a precise breeding 
date will be identified. 

 Does being boarded may be housed with our own or other boarding does as well as the buck. 
 
 
Animal Reservations and Purchases 

 We generally do not take reservations on breedings, but will start an interest list in either 
specific breedings or specific types of animals (alpine doe, chestnut oberhasli buck, etc). Priority 
is determined by order of receipt. After animals are born and the decision to keep or sell is 
determined, we will contact those on the list in order of receipt. 

 When ‘your’ animal has been born, we will reach out through the same method we were 
contacted (i.e. email, text, facebook messenger, etc). If no reply is received within 48 hours, we 
will move on to the next person. 

 A deposit is required to secure a reservation of an animal. 

 Pickup/delivery must be arranged promptly upon receipt of deposit, even if pickup will not 
occur right away. Boarding fees may be assessed if the animal remains with us for an extended 
period of time. 

 We travel around MO/KS/IA and sometimes to IL for shows during May and June, and attend 
Nationals and Convention when possible. Transport to these locations is likely available with 
proper advance notice, and possible payment of boarding fees. 

 We typically register all doelings born but do not register bucklings unless/until they are 
reserved. Depending on time of reservation, registrations may already have happened (in which 
case, papers will be provided to the buyer with the transfer section filled out) or may not have 
happened (in which case, registration and transfer will be done online only after payment is 
received in full and animal has been picked up). 


